Please take time to read the following advantages of using pure water window cleaning.

Pure Water Technology
This method of window cleaning utilises 100% of pure water to clean your windows.
The water treatment system consists of a 5 stage reverse osmosis unit and a mixed bed demineralising resin to produce 100% pure. The nature of de-mineralised water is to strive to return
to its natural impure state by actively absorbing all dirt, chemical and minerals it comes across.
When used for window cleaning, provided the correct technique has been used, the final rinse
water dries to a perfect finish. In fact the window isn't just clean, its left totally sterile, Purgoclean. As no chemicals or detergents are used, the process is environmentally friendly. Old
fashioned window cleaning leaves behind sticky soap residue, which attracts fresh dirt back to
the window, while windows cleaned with the reach and wash system, actually stay cleaner for
longer! Another added benefit is your frames get a clean too, not a quick wipe over with a dirty
cloth but a scrub and rinse with clean pure water.

High Reach Poles
High reach poles almost eliminate the use of ladders. Ladder use results in up to 20 fatalities per
annum and approx. 1500 accidents. The use of poles allows the operative to remain on the
ground and hence much safer,and at the same time meeting the latest health and saftey
executive (HSE) proposals. By employing us to clean your windows with the pure water high
reach pole system, your conscience can be clear that you are employing a company that uses the
safest window cleaning system available today.

Environmentally Friendly
Environmental advantages are realised too. Pure water is exactly that (with no added chemicals
as found in detergents). No danger to your delicate plants, animals and most of all you and your
family. The majority of the 180,000 window cleaners in the UK are still using detergents to clean
windows, with a potential use of up to half a kilo of detergent in a day. Imagine all that
detergent returning to the ground and polluting the water table. Pure water use is the only
choice for the environmentalist and those who genuinely care about our planet.

Your Privacy
Your privacy is taken care of as well. With our high reach pole system, we remain on the ground
thus preserving your modesty and privacy.

Our Investment
Our investment of thousands of pounds was required to set up a professional high reach pure
water window cleaning system. This investment means we treat cleaning your windows
professionally and this will be reflected in the service you receive.

PLEASE NOTE:
Please note sometimes it can take two or three cleans before your windows are spotless. After
your first few cleans some streaks or water spots may be left on the glass. This is because it can
take a while to remove all detergents and films from the windows. Please don't be too concerned
as within a short time your windows will be perfectly clean.
Kind Regards, David Simpson
Purgo Cleaning Services

